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ILLUSTRATION 3

Minor Varieties In The Small Size Notes
by the Rev. Frank H. Hutchins

It has always puzzled me that while a coin collector
almost always seems to start with current coins and only
then work back to former issues, note collectors always
seem to start with large size notes and seldom even get
around to making a collection of the small size notes.
I'll grant the large size notes are more artistic. So,
however, are the Morgans, Barbers, and Gobrechts among
the coins, while ease of acquisition, which is always cited
as the reason for the popularity of current coins, should be,
it seems to me, as much of a desideratum in the case of
small size notes.

There is, of course, a greater uniformity in small size
notes than in the large size, but the variations are as inter-
esting, even though they're really only two in number:
first, the color of the seal, which varies much but has one
variation that is quite pronounced, and secondly, the size
or legibility, increased at one time, of the two plate num-
bers, on the obverse and the reverse. Friedberg notes the
change, in 1934, from olive green to dark green seals, but
takes no notice of the earlier departure from the dark green
to the olive green seals in the 1928B series. This was uni-
form, and makes for two varieties of each of these notes
also. But the much more easily detected change, not

subject to the smaller variants of shade that colors always
have, is that between the microscopic figures that prevailed
in all of the plate numbers till the time that Morgenthau
was Secretary of the Treasury and those adopted while he
was in office.

Note the difference between a 1934 and 1934A note,
for instance. Other than the added letter, nothing differs
but the size of the plate number in the lower right-hand
corner of the note. The same is true of 1928C twos and
1928D twos, or 1928B red-seal fives and those of 1928C,
and it even forms a major difference between the 1935 and
1935A singles. What's of interest is that there's no con-
sistency between the obverse and the reverse plates. The
change was made, but never uniformly. Only the invasion
notes show uniformity, plate numbers that are legible
appearing on the reverse of the 1934 and 1934A notes
alike, though "R" and "S" notes also all are legible on both
the obverse and the reverse. Otherwise we find both muled
and unmuled notes of almost every series. I append a
table showing what I've found, and as with large size notes,
I should be grateful to whoever can find others and will
let me know about them.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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1928C 1928D
Red-Seal Twos Matched Matched

Alone & Muled
1928B 1928C

Red-Seal Fives Matched Matched
& Muled & Muled

1935 1935A
Blue-Seal Singles Matched Matched

& Muled & Muled
1935A

The "R" and "S" Notes,
& the Invasion Singles

Matched
Alone

1934 1934A
Blue-Seal Fives Matched Matched

Alone & Muled
1934 1934A

Invasion Fives Muled Matched
Alone Alone
1934 1934A

Blue-Seal Tens Matched Matched
& Muled Alone

1934 1934A
Invasion Tens Muled Matched

Alone Alone
1934 1934A 1934B 1934C

Green-Seal Fives Matched Matched Matched Matched
& Muled Alone Alone & Muled

1934 1934A
Green-Seal Tens Matched Matched

& Muled & Muled
1934 1934A

Matched
& Muled
in Nine

Green-Seal Twenties Districts Matched
Matched & Muled

Alone
in New York

Chicago
& St. Louis

1934 1934A
"HAWAII" Twenties Muled Matched

Alone Alone
1934 1934A 1934B 1934C 1934D 1950 1950A

Fifty-Dollar Notes Matched Muled Muled Muled Muled Muled Matched
Alone Alone Alone Alone Alone Alone Alone
1934 1934A 1934B 1934C 1934D 1950 1950A

Hundred-Dollar Notes Matched Matched Matched Matched
Alone & Muled & Muled Alone
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MINOR VARIETIES OF THE SMALL SIZE NOTES
CONT'D FROM PAGE 7

I've yet to find a 1928C two, or a 1934 silver five or
New York, Chicago, or St. Louis twenty, with a readily
legible reverse plate number, a 1934A blue-seal ten or
green-seal five with a microscopic reverse plate number, or
a 1934D hundred—from New York, anyway—that's either
muled or matching; and I haven't yet acquired either a
1934 yellow-seal ten or mules of the 1934B New York five
and the 1935 single. Either information or a note for sale
or trade of any of them would be welcome.

Just a final note about the recent singles. There's a dif-
ference in design between the rotaries and flatbeds that is
quite pronounced if anyone is looking for it, on the obverse,
and the reverse also. On the obverse, flatbeds have a fairly
narrow oval, ending in a bevel, while the rotaries have
wider ovals, ending in a point; and on the reverse, "ONE"
is larger on the rotaries, its shadow reaching almost to the
blossoms in the lower right-hand corner, while the flat-

beds—even those with mottoes—have it distant from the
blossoms. It is not the same design on either side, and even
more dissimilar than many that are classified as being
different designs. The 1935's are also readily distinguish-
able from the ones from 1935A on, by having "SERIES
1935" in two positions, in the corners of the note, instead
of having it in only one, as on the later notes, and that far
nearer to the portrait than the corner.

Other changes have been made, of course, without
a change of series number. There's the White House with
the balcony they changed to on the twenties in the 1934C
series, and the narrow border they adopted for the singles
in the 1935D series; and the 1935G singles have at last
come out with mottoes. Why should interst in small size
notes be limited to "error" notes, initial-final letter combi-
nations, and the like, when such variety exists among the
notes themselves?

Bibliography of Listings of Obsolete Notes
by Fred R. Marckhoff

The following bibliography of all known Descriptive
and Summary Listings of U. S. Obsolete Notes is presented
for the first time, both as a source of information of what
has been done in the past on each State, and also as a
guide of what can and should be done in the future in this
field of numismatics.

By way of explanation, there are two general types of
listings—descriptive and summary. The former, of course,
is much the better kind inasmuch as it is far more com-
plete. It usually gives a word description of all important
features of each note— vignettes, overprints, colors used,
die counters, engraver's imprint, identity of portraits used
if known, etc.

A summary listing merely states the denomination,
name of issuer, city and State, and sometimes the date of
issue and engraver's name. Such a list leaves much of the
data concerning a note untold.

Included in this work are books and articles which
cover only a phase of a State's issuance, yet cover it so
thoroughly, they must be included as a reference work in
connection with a bibliography such as this one. This lati-
tude was extended to material containing a sufficient
number of note illustrations or written text describing notes
in detail.

The reader will note one of four notations in paren-
theses after each reference work, (D) for Descriptive List-

ing, (S) for Summary Listing, (I.A.) for illustrated article
and (I.B.) for illustrated book. Very occasionally there
is a combination of these symbols, as the text happens to
dictate.

It should be understood that this bibliography does
not include articles or books which generalize on the sub-
ject of obsolete notes, but which do not go into the specifics
of note issuances or their illustrations, to any extent.

Reference works not yet in printed forms are given
in capital letters to indicate those which are PRESENTLY
being actively worked upon, whether actual printing is five
years or five days away.

It will take only a glance to see that very little or noth-
ing has been done on many of the States notes since the
Wismer and Muscalus works of the 1920's to 1940's. Both
an opportunity and a challenge exist for the obsolete note
collector to carry this work forward. Anyone beginning
such an assignment should advise the S.P.M.C. officers
of their intentions, so that our organization may be used
as clearing house for all such efforts with the resulting
benefits to researcher and collector alike.

If the financial obstacles in connection with the print-
ing of these works can ever be overcome, their numbers
would no doubt increase tenfold.

Any omission to this bibliography is purely uninten-
tional.

ALABAMA
1915-1945: Confederate and Southern State Currency, by 	 1940:

Wm. W. Bradbeer, pgs. 109-110, (minutely
D).	 1948:

1922:	 Descriptive List, by D. C. Wismer, The Nu-
mismatist, June, 1922 (D).	 1949:

1939:	 State Bank Notes, by John A. Muscalus, pgs.
5 -6, 'S'.	 1957:

1939: The Views of Towns, Cities, Falls and Build-
ings Illustrated on 1800-1866 Bank Paper
Money, by John A. Muscalus, pgs. 1, 7 and 8,
(S).

Standard Paper Money Catalog, pgs. 82 and
87, (S).
County Scrip Issued in the United States, by
John A. Muscalus, pg. 5, (D).
Paper Money in Sheets, by John A. Muscalus,
pgs. 1 and 93, (I.B.).
Confederate and Southern State Currency, by
G. C. and C. L. Criswell, Vol. I, pgs. 105-108,
incl. and also its Price Lists and Supplements,
1957-1960, incl., (S).
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